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Abstract

Nowadays, pharmaceutical manufacturers need deeper and deeper market information
they can rely on to make the right decisions and to identify the most promising opportunities.
They can receive great benefits from understanding physicians’ preferences and opinions,
as these are the key people in prescribing medical treatments. Consequently, conjoint
analysis (Green and Rao, 1971; Gustafsson et al. 2001) represents a remarkable help for
pharmaceutical companies during the development of new drugs, and if properly conducted
it also allows the estimation of product sales and market shares. In this manuscript, the
authors consider a conjoint analysis allocation-based model, a model particularly suitable
to explore physicians’ preferences in prescribing medical treatments and to study the
relationships between the current medical treatments and different definitions for the
treatment to be launched.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, pharmaceutical manufacturers need deeper and deeper market
information they can rely on to make the right decisions and to identify the most
promising opportunities. They can obtain great benefits from understanding
physicians’ prescription preferences and opinions, as these are the key people in
prescribing medical treatments. Consequently, Conjoint Analysis (CA) research
projects might represent a remarkable help for pharmaceutical companies during
the development of new drugs, and if properly conducted they might even allow the
estimation of product sales and market shares.
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CA is a multivariate statistical technique based on the study of the joint effects
on consumers of the elements that compose a product or service; it allows eliciting
the relative importance of such elements. Therefore, by an additive model, it allows
the estimation of the total utility of different profiles or combinations of attributes,
and consequently, it allows the identification of the optimal configuration for a new
or existing product or service. CA was first developed in the early 1970s by Green
and Rao (1971), helped by Sidney Addelman’s efforts to develop methods for
determining fractional factorial designs (1962a, 1962b). Since then, CA has
received increasing academic and private sector attention (Gustafsson et al., 2001).
As a result, after Green and Rao’s initial presentation, many articles have been
written about CA, and several computer programs implementing CA have been put
into the market.

Unfortunately, investigating physicians’ preferences requires non-standard
statistical tools, as their choices do not involve directly themselves but rather a large
group of patients. In this manuscript, we present an allocation-based CA framework
to explore physicians’ preferences in prescribing medical treatments. This framework
is especially appropriate for a deep understanding of the relationships between the
current medical treatments for a particular disease and different definitions for the
product to be launched. A real-world application regarding Chemotherapy-Induced
Nausea and Vomiting treatment is presented to better illustrate the allocation-based
conjoint framework and utilities estimation aspects.

2. THE ALLOCATION-BASED MODEL

One of the most important statistical problems concerning CA studies lies in
the design. The choice of the design depends strongly on the characteristics of the
study, such as the number of variables involved, the potential presence of interaction
effects among the variables, the ability and the motivation of the target respondents
to the CA survey, the statistical ability of the researcher, and last, but not least, the
availability of software.

For the time being, healthcare researchers have been used most of the
widespread CA collection models and designs existing in the literature (Furlan,
2002; Gustafsson et al., 2001). Regarding conjoint exercises focusing on patients’
preferences, some researchers prefer traditional CA models. For example, for a
study involving cataract surgery options Ross et al. (2003) used a full profile data
collection model in combination with a main-effect-only fractional factorial design
evaluated by a ranking approach. A rating approach was instead preferred by van
der Pol and Ryan (1995) in a project evaluating consumption of fruit and vegetables
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related to the links between food and health. Sometimes, while focusing on patients’
preferences, researchers prefer models that are easier to face for respondents. A full
profile data collection model in combination with a short paired comparison of
profiles design has been used by Sculpher et al. (2004); they worked on an exercise
split up in two parts during a study investigating non-metastatic prostate cancer. In
contrast, a conjoint choice design was applied by Chakraborty et al. (1994) during
a study investigating how customers choose health insurance.

These models are adequate when respondents’ evaluations apply to products
or services to be used by themselves. However, for some projects, respondents have
to provide evaluations for products or services to be used by a group of people, that
is the case of physicians with respect to their patients, when they are asked to assess
the preference for a new or existing medical treatment. By medical treatment we
mean any drug, physical therapy, device, or service concerned with maintaining or
restoring human health and prescribed or delivered to a group of patients. In fact,
the healthcare researcher wants to assess what physicians will do for a number of
patients. More precisely, he/she intends to elicit the preference for a new treatment
and to estimate in the most precise way the related preference share that eventually
will lead to the estimation of the market share for such a treatment. Consequently,
an allocation-based model seems to be an appropriate tool for this research
situation. Basically, it consists in exposing physicians to several treatments profiles
at-a-time, where all current treatments appear next to the new treatment. Each set
of treatments can be referred to as an allocation task or, simply, as a task. Physicians
are then asked to assign some points to each treatment outlined in the task. More
precisely, in this exercise they are asked to think of the next 100 patients with the
disease of concern and to record the number of prescriptions that they would
prescribe for each of the treatments outlined in the task presented. Consequently,
all treatment assignments in the task add up to 100 points or more. More than 100
points are allowed for projects involving treatments that could be co-prescribed.

A typical allocation-based exercise would be characterized by several allocation
tasks: the new treatment profile, characterized by a particular combination of
features, varies from task to task, while the existing treatments are fixed across all
tasks (Table 1). However, more complex setups are possible, for example by
including more than one varying treatment in the allocation task or by asking
physicians to repeat the allocation exercise for different patient targets. Given its
flexibility, the allocation-based model allows the evaluation of the new product
uptake in an almost real market situation, adequately reflecting the day-to-day
reality of prescribing in any given therapy area.
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Tab. 1: Typical Appearance of an Allocation-Based Conjoint Task

Treatments % for 100 patients

Current Treatment A ___

Current Treatment B ___

Current Treatment C ___

Current Treatment ... ___

Other Current Treatments ___

New Treatment: Attribute 1, level ...

Attribute 2, level  ... ___

 ...

Attribute F, level  ...

3. AN APPLICATION: THE CINV STUDY

In late 2005, an important pharmaceutical company was developing a new
product for the treatment of Chemotherapy-Induced Nausea and Vomiting (CINV)
in the form of a transdermal patch. The patch was due to enter stage III clinical trials
and was set to be launched in the following year. The introduction of such a patch
was novel and would had potentially revolutionized anti-emetic treatments in
oncology, because at the moment of the study they were available on the market
only in the form of injection, infusion, or tablet formulation. We refer to this anti-
emetic transdermal patch as treatment Y. The producer needed to understand the
feasibility of such a product, hence a project involving physicians’ preferences was
carried out in an economic developed country to assess its background to the market
and its value. For the benefit of the reader, we refer to this study as CINV.

A convenient sample of 50 Oncologist with at least five years experience was
selected for the survey. Beside the CA exercise, a bunch of other questions were
included in a semi-structured questionnaire to collect some information about the
types of cancer and number of patients treated, and to better understand CINV and
its impact on quality of life. The face-to-face interviews were carried out in Spring
2005 in hospitals spread across the country and their duration was on average about
45 minutes.

In the design planning, six attributes were included for describing product Y,
with a total of 14 levels (Table 2). Please note that the key information regarding this
project is anonymized for the sake of commercial confidentiality.
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Tab. 2: Attributes and Levels Included in the CINV Study.

Attributes Levels Description of Levels

Indication 2 indication A indication B
Duration of Action 3 duration A duration B duration C
Onset of Action 2 24 hours 36 hours

Patch Size 2 large small
Site of Application 2 site A site B

Price 3 150 250 350

In the fixed part of the allocation-based design, 15 treatments were included,
together with a category named OTHERS to gather all other possible treatments’
preferences (for a total of 16 treatments).

Regarding the experimental design for product Y, we adopted a full profile
experiment based on a fractional factorial design (Furlan, 2002). In a full profile
design, physicians evaluate product profiles configured in such a way that all
attributes involved in the study appear at the same time on each product profile.
Consequently, the product profiles are described by all six attributes jointly, each
with one of its possible levels. In a typical full factorial design, each respondent
evaluates all possible product profiles, whose number is given by multiplying
together the number of levels of each attribute included in the design. Consequently,
for the present study, a full design would have required 24 x 32 = 144 product profiles
to be evaluated by each physician. Despite the opportunity offered by this design
to estimate the main effects as well as all possible factor interactions, researchers
dealing with CA projects usually prefer adopting a fractional factorial design in
order to deal with a more manageable number of product profiles. In particular,
researchers tend to favour designs with a limited number of product profiles,
orthogonal and as much balanced as possible. Unfortunately, for this project we had
to deal with a quite uncompromising client who did not give us freedom in choosing
the design. As a result, a quasi-orthogonal quasi-fractional design with 42 product
profiles was selected and then split into three subsets, each composed of 14 product
profiles. Therefore, each physician was exposed to only one subset, randomly
chosen from the three available subsets. However, the low correlation scores
between the attributes taken two-at-a-time should allow obtaining reasonably good
estimates of the main effects in such a sub-optimal design.

To conclude, each of the 14 tasks of the CA exercise presented a different
product profile for product Y in addition to the 16 treatments fixed across all tasks.
Each respondent was exposed to the same existing treatments but they were
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presented in a different order, in order to avoid order bias (the treatments at the top
might draw the doctor’s attention). Not only the existing treatments were rotated
from respondent to respondent, but also the conjoint attributes were rotated, except
INDICATION and PRICE that were presented always at the top and at the bottom
of the description for product Y, respectively. Conjoint evaluations were provided
by physicians by assigning a value on a scale 0:100 to each treatment in each task.
More precisely, they were asked to record the number of prescriptions that they
would have written for each of the drugs in the treatment of chemotherapy-induced
nausea and vomiting, based on the assumption that co-prescribing was allowed as
a normal practise.

4. AGGREGATE VERSUS INDIVIDUAL UTILITIES

The simplest way to analyze conjoint analysis data is to resort to an aggregate
model. In such a model, utilities estimation is carried out for the aggregate of n
respondents and the single set of part-worth utilities derived reflects the average
preferences of the sample. Therefore, in the aggregate model not only is the
preference model the same for all respondents (Furlan, 2002), but also the
parameter values are the same for all respondents.  While the former assumption is
often valid, the latter is very strong and usually does not hold true for a random
sample of respondents. It can hold true in absolutely particular occasions when the
respondents present similar characteristics from a social, demographic, or decisional
process point of view.

When, within the sample, it is possible to identify some segments characterized
by a high homogeneity with respect to the conjoint evaluations provided, it is
appropriate to resort to a segment-based model; a set of part-worth utilities is
developed for each segment to reflect the average preferences of respondents within
each segment. More precisely, this model searches for groups of respondents that
are internally homogeneous while differing from the part-worth utilities of the
remaining groups.

However, researchers and academics have argued that respondents are unique
and they prefer to have the opportunity to have part-worth utilities at the individual
level, so that each set reflects the preferences of a particular respondent. In fact,
eliciting utilities for each respondent allows conducting a range of multivariate
statistical analysis based on the individual part-worth utilities, which could lead, for
example, to a conjoint-based segmentation. An individual-level model captures in
the best way the heterogeneity of the sample, referred to the fact that respondents
have different preferences, and, therefore, is more accurate and flexible than those
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that do not. Also, market simulation models usually gain a lot from such a model,
in terms of flexibility and detail of the results.

Because nowadays the world seems not to consist of clean market segments
and individual utilities play a very important role, we focus our manuscript on
estimating allocation-based conjoint utilities only at the individual level.

5. THE PURE INDIVIDUAL MODEL

In order to specify the model at the respondent level, let us denote by t = 1, …, T
the set of allocation tasks to be evaluated by the respondent, where T is the number
of tasks in the design. In addition, let us identify by j = 0, 1,…, P the set of (P + 1)
treatments presented on each task. By j = 0 we identify the new treatment Y, while
by the other indexes we identify the existing treatments which are fixed across all
tasks.

As all evaluations in each task are influenced by the new treatment profile,
which is characterized by a particular combination of levels of the possible
attributes, it is necessary to include in the model the information about this
structure. This is obtained by defining a design matrix X, containing the description
of the new treatment Y for each task. Therefore, the pure individual model (PIM) can
be written as:

E( ) = ,  = , logit( ) = 

...

E(

0 0 0 0 0 0

j

y

y

µµ ηη ββ µµ ηηX

)) = ,  = , logit( ) = 
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P

µµ ηη ββ µµ ηηX
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µµ ηη ββ µµ ηηX















(1)

where we have the following:
· yj = (yj1, …, yjt, …, yjT)’ is a T-dimensional vector of responses, whose generic

yjt element contains the rescaled evaluation of treatment j in task t. yjt is a variable
that can assume values in the range [0, 1]. It represents the proportion of patients
to which the physician is willing to prescribe treatment j. Obviously, the higher
its value, the stronger the preference for treatment j. As the evaluations are
provided by physicians on a scale 0:100, it is necessary to divide them by 100
to obtain the correct input for the model;
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• X is a design matrix of size (T x Q), whose creation is explained in the next
section. Q is the number of parameters in the mean model;

• βj is a Q-dimensional vector of parameters for treatment j;

• ηj is the systematic component of the model for treatment j, and it is referred to
as the linear predictor;

• logit(µj) = ln(µj /(1 - µj)) is the logit transformation of the mean response variable
for treatment j and represents the link function. It serves to link the random or
stochastic component of the model, the probability distribution of the response
variable yj, to the systematic component of the model Xβj.

This link specifies that the expected mean of the response variable is a non-
linear function of the linear predictor. This is the framework of generalized linear
models (GLM) that, in this case, provides the logistic regression (McCullagh and
Nelder, 1989). In fact, the random component consists of the assumption that the
response variable follows the binomial distribution (yj assumes values between 0
and 1 included). Our decision in favour of this definition for the PIM model is based
on the consideration that rather than doing logit transformations on proportions and
then treating them as dependent variables in a least squares regression, it is
preferable to use a logit link function in a generalized linear model, as this avoids
ad-hoc approaches to dealing with 0s and 1s (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989).

In this setup, the assumptions are: (a) yj ~ N(µj, σ2
j IT); (b) Rank(X) = Q; and

(c) Q < T, where Q is assumed to be fixed. Under these assumptions, the parameters
βjs can be estimated by the maximum likelihood method, obtainable by iterative re-
weighted least squares (IRLS). McCullagh and Nelder (1989) provided exhaustive
information about the estimation algorithm and the asymptotic properties of the
parameter estimates.

Please note that for each t = 1, …, T there is the constraint:

y
jt

j

P

=
∑ =

0

1,  in case of non co-prescribed treeatments;

 otherwise.y
jt

j

P

=
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0
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6. THE DESIGN MATRIX

The design matrix X contains the description of the new treatment Y for each
task. In particular, each row describes a different profile for treatment Y, while the
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columns represent some pseudo-attributes. In our work, the pseudo-attributes were
obtained according to the approach described in Furlan (2002) developed from
Green and Srinivasan’s idea (1978). Consequently, each attribute involved in the
CA study can be represented in the matrix X by some pseudo-attributes, whose
number depends on the nature of the attribute, either qualitative or quantitative.

According to this approach, a qualitative attribute with g levels can be
represented in the matrix X by k = (g - 1) columns. Assuming that the levels within
the attribute have been ordered in an arbitrary way, we assign a value to each
position Xtc (t

th row, cth column of X, with c = 1, …, k) according to the attribute level
observed for treatment Y in task t with respect to each column. In particular, Xtc
assumes:
• -1: if the level g is observed in task t (i.e., the value -1 is assigned to all k

columns);

• 1: if the level c is observed in task t;

• 0: if the level c is not observed in task t.

This representation in the design matrix can be obtained in R (R Development
Core Team, 2005) by defining the qualitative variables as unordered factors and
thus specifying sum contrasts. Note that alternative ways of defining Xtc are
possible (i.e., by using alternative contrasts such as treatment or helmert contrasts),
but the one used here is convenient for its particular interpretation, for when each
level of an attribute appears with equal frequency in the CA design, the sum of the
unscaled utilities of each level is zero, so that the model is centered on zero.

Example of qualitative attributes that could be included in a physician-based
survey are indication (monotherapy, combination therapy), patch/tablet size (small,
large), route of administration (oral, injection), side effects, presence of a starter
pack, etc.

A quantitative attribute with g levels can be represented in the matrix X by
k ≤ (g - 1) columns. If the researcher assumes that for a particular attribute the vector
model of preference should be correct (the associated preference is a linear function
of the value of the attribute), then that attribute is represented in the matrix X by only
one column, and it is handled as a quantitative linear attribute. If the researcher
assumes that for a particular attribute with at least three levels the ideal-point model
of preference should be correct (the associated preference is a quadratic function
of the value of the attribute), then that attribute is represented in the matrix X by two
columns, and it is handled as a quantitative quadratic attribute. When the model of
preference associated with a quantitative attribute is unknown, it should be
represented in the matrix X by the maximum number of columns (i.e., g - 1). In fact,
if a quantitative attribute is of the polynomial type of order u, a polynomial
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representation with u’ > u provides the same parameters as a polynomial
representation of order u. Consequently, in the case of an unknown model of
preference, it is always recommended to use a higher order polynomial representation,
provided that enough levels are included in the CA study. However, as a high
polynomial order requires the estimation of a large number of parameters, usually
one prefers to assume that a linear model of preference, or at most a quadratic model
of preference, is appropriate. Therefore, at most three or four levels are usually
assigned to quantitative attributes, as more levels in a simplified and low polynomial
order are useless. Hence, it is enough to assign to quantitative attributes a number
of levels equal to the polynomial order of the preference model plus 1 (i.e., 2 levels
for the linear model, 3 levels for the quadratic one, 4 levels for the polynomial model
of order 3, etc.).

For a quantitative attribute f with g levels to be represented in the matrix X by

k columns, the generic value X
f, l

t

 
 (l = 1, …, k), which is the value in row t of the

lth pseudo-attribute created for attribute f , is obtained by:

X l g l
f,l

t

t e
e

g
l

= −






−

=
∑1

1

(3)

where lt is the attribute level observed for treatmentY in task t, and le is the eth level
of the attribute.

Example of quantitative attributes that could be included in a physician-based
survey are price, efficacy, dosage, etc. Please note that some quantitative attributes
could be expressed either in an absolute or relative form. For example, the attribute
price could be expressed by absolute values linked to a particular currency (e.g., 10
Eur, 20 Eur, 30 Eur) or by relative values reflecting the gap with respect to the
market leader product (e.g., 10% less than product X, same price as product X, 10%
more than product X).

In a CA study characterized by df qualitative attributes and by pf quantitative
attributes represented by a full order polynomial representation, the design matrix

X is of size (  x )T Q , where Q, the number of columns of X, is obtained by:

Q l g
m

m

df

m
m

pf

= + −( ) + −( )
= =

∑ ∑1 1 1
1 1

(4)

where lm is the number of levels of the mth qualitative attribute (m = 1, …, df), gm
is the number of levels of the mth quantitative attribute (m = 1, …, pf), and
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df + pf = F is the total number of attributes included in the CA project for describing
product Y. Note that the first column of the design matrix X is a T-dimensional vector
of 1s, which is included for estimating the model intercept µ.

The CINV study is characterized by T = 14 tasks and F = 6 attributes. Attribute
PRICE was considered as a quantitative quadratic attribute, hence two pseudo-
attributes were derived for it. The other attributes were considered as qualitative: the
three levels of DURATION OF ACTION were represented by two pseudo-
attributes, while the two levels of the other four attributes were represented by only
one pseudo-attribute each (Q = 9).

7. COEFFICIENTS AND UTILITIES ESTIMATION

The utilities in the PIM can be estimated only if there are enough degrees of
freedom in the model. In fact, assumptions (b) and (c) on model defined in (1)
should be verified for any respondent. These conditions mean that we should have
more tasks (e.g., rows) than pseudo-attributes (e.g., columns) in the design matrix.
This implies that the researcher has to design the conjoint exercise with enough
tasks with respect to the number of parameters in the model he/she wants to
estimate. If the number of tasks is too low, the design matrix does not have full rank,

hence it cannot provide the coefficients estimates β� js  and therefore the utilities.

Regarding the CINV study, the design matrix is characterized by the T = 14 rows
and Q = 9 columns, and assumptions (b) and (c) in model (1) are fully respected;

therefore, it is possible to derive the coefficients estimates β� js .

We estimated such coefficients for treatment Y as well as for the other P = 16
treatments by using R (R Development Core Team, 2005). As co-prescribing was
allowed, more than 100 prescriptions could be allocated in each task; in fact,
prescriptions came out to be on average 184.2 per task. In R, the glm function was
applied, and the binomial family with logit link was declared. As a result, we
obtained 17 sets of 9 coefficients for each respondent. As pointed out in the next
section, we wanted to estimate the coefficients related to all treatments and not only
the coefficients related to product Y. In fact, the current treatments evaluations (and
prescriptions) potentially depend on the definition of treatment Y.

The unscaled individual utilities (UIU) are the conjoint analysis individual
utilities derived from the individual coefficients before applying the inverse of the
logit transformation necessary to obtain the final utilities on the scale of the
evaluations ypt. In order to obtain the UIUs for the attributes levels it is necessary
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to analyze the estimated coefficients for model (1) according to the construction of
the design matrix X as explained in the previous section.

For a qualitative attribute f with g levels we have k = (g - 1) pseudo-attributes

in the design matrix and thus k coefficients estimates. Let be β�
f, l 

 (l = 1, …, k) the

coefficient estimate for the lth pseudo-attribute associated with such attribute, µ̂ the

intercept estimate, and F the total number of attributes included in the CA project

for describing treatment Y. Therefore, the unscaled utility estimate U f, l
�

 *  associated

with level l*∈  [1, g] is obtained by:
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For a quantitative attribute f with g levels we have k ≤ (g - 1) pseudo-attributes
in the design matrix and thus k coefficients estimates. The exact value of k depends
on the model of preference that is assumed to be correct. For a quantitative attribute
it is possible to derive the utility associated with the levels included in the project
as well for any other level within the range of levels included in the CA exercise for
the same attribute. If we refer to the minimum and to the maximum levels for

attribute f with the notation lmin and lmax, the unscaled utility estimate U f, l
�

 *

associated with level l* ∈  [lmin, lmax] is obtained by:
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where le is the eth level of the attribute and β�
f, l 

 is the coefficient estimate for the

lth pseudo-attribute associated with the quantitative attribute f.

8. UTILITIES INTERPRETATION AND RESULTS

In CA the researcher assumes that the overall individual utility (OIU) of a
product for a particular respondent can be obtained by additivity from the individual
utilities of the different elements composing the product. The same does hold true
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for our model, only that is necessary to transform back the overall utility to the scale
of the evaluations ypt. Consequently, given a product defined by the vector of levels

l*, the OIU U *
�
l

 is obtained firstly by adding together the UIUs of the levels

describing such product and then by applying the inverse of the logit function:

U exp U exp U* f l

f

F

f l

f

F
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= =
∑ ∑
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1 1
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×100 (7)

where U f, l
�

 *
 is the unscaled individual utility estimate associated with level l* of

attribute f describing the product.
In most traditional CA frameworks the scaling of the utilities is arbitrary, and

therefore a particular utility score has no meaning by itself. Consequently, the OIU
for a particular product is meaningful only on a comparison basis with the OIUs of
other products. In our framework, the OIU of a treatment has a very strong and
useful interpretation. In fact, the OIU of a particular treatment can be interpreted as
the individual conjoint prescription share of such treatment, that is, the number of
prescriptions that it will receive with respect to 100 patients, given that co-
prescribing is allowed. What we are particularly interested in is computing, for each
treatment, the average of the OIUs across all respondents, average that represents
the overall conjoint prescription share (OCPS) for the treatment. The OCPSs will
be close to the actual prescription shares if the CA project has been conducted
properly in all its steps (included a representative and large enough sample) and if
we assume full information and availability of the treatments.

Any change in the definition of treatment Y would result in a different OCPS
for such treatment and for the other treatments as well, in full respect of what
happens in the real market, where a change in a product tends to affect the market
shares of all other products in the same market. Figure 1 shows how the OCPSs (for
all treatments except OTHERS) are influenced by a change in the price of treatment
Y. Such price sensitivities lines were obtained assuming that treatment Y is
characterized by INDICATION = treatment A, DURATION OF ACTION= duration
B, ONSET OF ACTION=36 hours, PATCH SIZE=small, SITE OF
APPLICATION=site A, and PRICE varying from 170 to 300. The solid and
decreasing line is associated with treatment Y, while the dashed lines are associated
with the other 15 treatments.

The reader can see how some treatments are not affected by a change in the
price of treatment Y, as they show a constant OCPS in relation to a change in the price
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of treatment Y. This suggests that these treatments are prescribed to patients
independently on the availability of treatment Y, maybe as additional treatments. In
contrast, other treatments are more likely to be prescribed when treatment Y is more
expensive and thus less accessible, suggesting that these are alternative treatments.
These price sensitivities are valid only for that particular definition of treatment Y;
by varying the definition it is possible to understand how its characteristics drive
prescriptions.

The ultimate goal in an allocation-based conjoint study is to identify the
optimal combination of features for the product to be launched. By product
optimization we mean the identification of the treatment that would maximize
sales/profits, that would maximize the number of patients that are prescribed
treatment Y, or that would better fit in the current and future market framework and
in the company’s marketing strategy.  Usually, some external information (e.g.,
production cost of treatment Y, expected revision of the competitor products prices,
compliance rate, etc) is added to the conjoint findings and the resulting available
information is interpreted through a conjoint simulator. This is an advanced and
interactive statistical tool that allows defining specific what-if scenarios where
some products are in competition with others (e.g., to study the effect of a potential
launch of a competitor product, or to minimize cannibalism). A simulator has
immediate impact for the management because its actionability. Based on the OIUs
for all treatments considered in the study and based on some external information,
a simulator would be able to provide the following deliverables, for the whole
sample and for any significant subgroup:
• attributes’ importance values to investigate which features drive prescriptions;

• levels’ utilities for each attribute characterizing the new product;

• gain and loss analysis, to study the effect of the introduction into the given
market of a particular definition of the new product and/or of the competitors’
new launches;

• preference shares for a set of alternative new products versus the competitors’
products (current ones and new launches);

• price sensitivities/elasticity for each brand;

• sensitivity charts, to analyze the changes in the new product’s and competitors’
shares when changed one level at-a-time;

• future scenarios implementing external information or assumptions such as the
change in the size of the population of treated patients;

• profit optimization analysis, available when the costs of the different components
of the new product are known with reasonable accuracy.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

In this manuscript we presented the preliminary work we carried out regarding
the allocation-based conjoint model. The first results we obtained are very
encouraging and suggest this approach could revolutionize conjoint research in
healthcare. However, a lot of work has still to be done. Our intentions regarding the
future include, but are not limited to, the following:
• to develop and illustrate alternative methods to estimate the individual utilities,

for example by adopting a hierarchical Bayes model;

• to include competitors’ products not yet available, for which only some
characteristics are known;

• to consider more than one indication or medical condition in the same exercise,
such as for different stages of a disease (early stage Parkinson’s Disease;

Fig. 1: Overall Conjoint Prescription Shares for all Treatments (%) in Relation to a Change in
the Price of Treatment Y.
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advanced stage Parkinson’s Disease), related diseases (Ulcerative Colitis;
Crohn’s Disease), or different conditions of the patient (natural menopause;
surgically-induced menopause);

• to better understand how the characteristics of the design influence the evaluations
and therefore the utilities estimates (fractional factorial design resolution,
number of attributes and their levels, number of treatments, number of tasks,
attributes and treatments rotation, etc);

• last, but not least, to write an R package to allow easy and quick analysis of
allocation-based conjoint data.
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UN APPROCCIO INNOVATIVO DI CONJOINT ANALYSIS PER
STIMARE LE PREFERENZE DI PRESCRIZIONE DEI MEDICI

Riassunto

Oggigiorno le case farmaceutiche hanno bisogno di sempre più accurate informazio-
ni sul mercato sul quale operano, in modo da poter prendere le corrette decisioni e
identificare le opportunità più promettenti. Grossi benefici possono essere tratti dallo
studio del comportamento e delle opinioni dei medici, visto che sono loro gli attori
principali nel processo di prescrizione dei trattamenti medici. Di conseguenza la conjoint
analysis (Green and Rao, 1971; Gustafsson et al. 2001) rappresenta un sostanziale aiuto
alle case farmaceutiche durante il processo di sviluppo di un nuovo prodotto e, se condotta
in modo appropriato, permette di sviluppare attendibili previsioni di vendita. In questo
articolo gli autori presentano un modello di conjoint analysis ad assegnazione di prescri-
zioni per esplorare le preferenze dei medici nel processo di prescrizione dei trattamenti
medici e per studiare le relazioni tra i trattamenti medici correntemente utilizzati e
differenti definizioni per quello da lanciare.


